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Dynamic Passive Haptic Interaction in Virtual Reality 
 

In this talk I will present the concept of DPHI for VR. DPHI combines elements of shape changing devices and 

VR-controller to allow for more sophisticated and realistic interactions in Virtual Environments. Besides the 

general concept I will discuss two types of controller that allow for dynamic adjustment of passive proxy 

properties. One device that simulates weight and one device that utilizes air drag to provide counter forces 

while interacting. I will furthermore discuss how passive hairlike structure help to simulate different haptic 

sensations and how hand redirection can increase the flexibility of interaction in VR.  

Shifty: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1l0wKk6q_ss&t=124s 

Dragon: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wf1Ls4M2afg 
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